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< This TSA unit produces 
product with an average
of four operators. Our
automated technologies
enable these “no touch”
processes.

Our trace flexures are a 
critical component of the 
TSA spension. We also 
sell these flexures to other
suspension suppliers.

< Company Description
Hutchinson Technology designs and manufactures suspension assemblies

for hard disk drives. Suspension assemblies are precise metal springs that hold

a disk drive’s recording head at microscopic distances above the drive’s disks.

They are critical to the operation of the disk drive.

We estimate that our company manufactures the majority of the worldwide

supply of suspension assemblies for all sizes of disk drives produced by all of

the major disk drive makers.

Our vision at Hutchinson is to passionately enable the Information Age.

Accordingly, we focus our talent, energy, commitment to excel and distinct

expertise in precision manufacturing on developing products that enable 

superior solutions to information technology challenges.

In the disk drive industry, we help dramatically lower the cost of 

data storage and improve the overall performance, reliability and 

manufacturability of disk drives by continually delivering market-leading 

innovations in suspension assemblies. 

In health care, we have built upon our expertise in near infrared analysis

technology to develop a biomeasurement device that allows real-time, non-

invasive technology for measuring the oxygenation of local tissue. Long term, we

intend to apply our capabilities to the development of technologies and devices

that provide information clinicians can use to improve the quality of health care.

< About the cover

Our automated optical
inspection processes
enable efficient 
manufacturing.

< In fiscal 2001 we
shipped an average of
7.9 million suspension
assemblies per week.
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Despite a difficult fiscal 2001, Hutchinson Technology remains

solidly positioned in the disk drive industry. We are the leading supplier

of suspensions that are critically important to drive manufacturers’

efforts to differentiate their products from one another. Due to the

breadth of our Trace Suspension Assembly (TSA) platform, our

unmatched proficiency in precision manufacturing and our ability to

deliver suspension features that satisfy specific disk drive performance

criteria, we strengthened our market position. We expect the actions

we have taken to lower our costs, combined with our leading market

share position, will result in improving financial performance as growth

in disk drive shipments resumes.

Fiscal 2001 in Review We started fiscal 2001 with a profitable first

quarter. As the year progressed, however, demand for suspension

assemblies settled at levels below those we experienced in the first

quarter. This resulted in an overcapacity condition that was the primary

cause of the losses we reported in the fiscal year’s remaining three

quarters. 

Throughout fiscal 2001, we took actions to reduce costs and align

capacity with demand. Through reductions in our workforce and other

actions, we reduced our costs by approximately $70 million on an

annualized basis. Over the past two fiscal years, we have reduced our

costs by approximately $180 million on an annualized basis. Entering

fiscal 2002, we have resized the company for the level of demand we

saw in the fiscal year’s final three quarters. 

Our cost reduction actions helped establish Hutchinson Technology

as the low-cost producer of wireless suspension assemblies while

enabling us to conserve cash. In addition, we preserved our ability to

respond quickly to customer requirements. We improved our manufac-

turing throughput and efficiency and cut the elapsed time from order

receipt to finished goods inventory by 18% over the course of the year.

Suspension Demand Dynamics Demand for suspension assemblies

is influenced by two key factors. First, improvement in areal density

(the amount of data that can be stored per square inch of disk surface)

tends to decrease demand for suspensions. Second, growth in overall

disk drive demand tends to increase demand for suspensions.

In recent years, areal density has improved at a rate faster than

overall disk drive storage demand. Therefore, disk drive makers were

able to meet the market demand with drives that have fewer disks and

related components, including suspension assemblies.  

Suspensions Shipped (Units in millions)
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In fiscal 2001, by our analysis, the rate of improvement in areal

density for disk drives in volume production began to slow. We believe

this slowing relieved some of the downward pressure on suspension

demand. But a decline in the number of disk drives shipped – the first

such year-over-year decline we have ever seen – further dampened

suspension assembly demand. Disk drive shipments for calendar

2001 are projected by the research firm IDC to total approximately 

189 million, down from 200 million in calendar 2000.  

The decline in disk drive shipments resulted primarily from weak

holiday season PC sales in 2000, the worldwide slowdown in corporate

spending on information technology and a weaker global economy. 

For our company, this combination of fewer drives and improving 

areal density translated into suspension assembly shipments that 

held steady at about 95 million parts per quarter over the final three

quarters of our fiscal year, down from more than 125 million parts 

in the fiscal year’s first quarter.

Our Position Our industry-leading product and process know-how and

patent-protected intellectual property enable us to produce suspen-

sions with a wide variety of geometries, resonances and other perform-

ance characteristics our customers require. We have a proven ability to

develop processes and product features that address industry needs.

For example:

• To eliminate steps in the head-gimbal assembly process, reduce

costs and enable higher data transmission rates we added

extended electrical leads – “tails” – to TSA suspensions. Tailed

products now account for almost 60% of our units shipped. 

• Head lifts and limiters, suspension features that we initially

developed for disk drives used in laptop computers, are 

now being adopted by disk drive manufacturers for other 

drive products. These features enable higher areal density 

and protection from physical shock. Suspensions with head 

lifts and limiters now account for almost 50% of units shipped.

• The very high spin speeds used in disk drives for enterprise 

data servers require suspensions offering precise resonance 

and frequency control. We are meeting this need with innovative

suspension designs that improve track following. Suspensions 

for enterprise class drives in fiscal 2001 accounted for approxi-

mately 27% of units shipped.

• To help protect sensitive read/write heads from electrostatic 

discharge damage during the drive build process, we developed

a switch-shunt feature on our TSA platform. Several customers

are now testing prototypes of this product feature.

Disk Drive Unit Shipments (Units in millions)
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• To enable lower flying heights and accommodate the next 

generation of smaller read/write heads (Femto), we have 

developed low stiffness flexure designs and are working 

with new laminate materials.

We are better equipped than our competitors to develop and deliver

these kinds of suspension features and variations on designs within

the short cycles our customers require. Our on-site Development

Center enables us to focus resources on prototype development. 

As a result, we are able to deliver prototypes to customers for testing

substantially faster than any of our competitors, typically within five

weeks of a design lock.

When prototype designs transition to high volume production, cus-

tomers benefit from the high degree of automation in our manufactur-

ing processes. We remain well ahead of competitors in implementing

automated optical inspection technologies. These technologies enable

the “no touch” processes required to achieve superior quality levels

and process yields while helping lower our costs.

The marketplace is rewarding our efforts in several ways. For

instance, industry adoption of our TSA platform continues to increase.

It has now become the virtual standard for wireless suspensions. 

The first Seagate drive incorporating a TSA suspension is currently in

volume production, and the design is being finalized for a second TSA

program.  We were named a Seagate “Supplier of the Year” in 2001.

We have delivered TSA suspensions for qualification to Fujitsu, a drive 

manufacturer that has until now made its own suspensions. We are

also delivering suspensions to IBM for use in drives for desktop

systems, expanding our share of business with this key customer. 

The growing industry adoption of our TSA platform results from its 

ability to deliver the best performance at the lowest cost and to accom-

modate multiple performance-enhancing features. Variations on our

TSA platform are used in virtually all types of drives, in all form factors,

for applications including computers and network-attached storage 

as well as electronic devices for consumers, such as gaming systems, 

digital video recorders, digital cameras, digital audio players and 

personal digital assistants. 

In addition, we have been able to derive additional value from the

proprietary processes and intellectual property we have developed. 

In November 2001, we signed license agreements with the remaining

three suppliers of suspension assemblies. These agreements will help

further broaden industry adoption of the TSA platform by creating the

second-source option our customers desire. We will continue to work

with the industry and its suppliers to make the TSA platform for wire-

less head attachment widely and readily available through component

sales or appropriate licensing agreements. This will enable our

company and the industry overall to benefit from the economies of

scale that will result from even wider adoption of the TSA platform. 

BioMeasurement Initiative We are on track with plans to begin mar-

keting our InSpectra™ product, a device we developed for measuring

local tissue oxygenation using Near Infrared Spectroscopy technology.

We recently obtained certification of our quality system allowing us to

apply the CE mark enabling the sale of our biomeasurement device in

Europe. We are awaiting U.S. Food and Drug Administration action on

our 510(k) submission for our biomeasurement device. During fiscal

2001, we also hired a president to lead our BioMeasurement Division,

underscoring our long-term commitment to this initiative. 
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In fiscal 2002, we will be in the first year of a planned two-year 

market launch of our InSpectra™ device. In the first year, we will focus

primarily on sales to research centers and other “early adopter” cus-

tomers who can help us continue to gather clinical data on the device’s

use and benefits. In the second year of this market launch, we expect

to introduce the device to a broader market. Long-term, we believe

there are multiple uses for this device, including diagnostic applications

in orthopedic, trauma and vascular medicine, as well as performance

training for endurance athletes.  

Summary We enter the new fiscal year a financially strong company,

the clear leader in providing a critically important component-level

product to the disk drive industry and well positioned to build on our

strengths. With our strong market position, proven responsiveness 

and ability to bring customers an industry-leading span of process

capabilities and product features, we expect to benefit from continued

growth in disk drive storage demand.

The collective efforts of our outstanding people enabled us to end

the year with our performance trending in the right direction. Thanks to

them, we start the new fiscal year as a leaner, more efficient company

that has succeeded in widening the gap between our company and our

competitors. We look forward to reporting improved financial results to

our shareholders in fiscal 2002.

Wayne M. Fortun
President and Chief Executive Officer

Jeffrey W. Green
Chairman of the Board

John A. Ingleman
Vice President, Chief Financial Officer and Secretary

Financial Highlights (In thousands, except per share data)

For the Year: 2001 2000 1999 1998 1997

Net sales $401,236 $459,572 $580,270 $407,616 $453,232 

Income (loss) before income tax (66,208) (98,149) 22,318 (65,421) 53,716 

Percent of net sales (17%) (21%) 4% (16%) 12%

Net income (loss) $ (56,277) $ (73,612) $   17,638 $ (48,411) $ 41,909 

Percent of net sales (14%) (16%) 3% (12%) 9%

Weighted average common and diluted shares outstanding 24,959 24,779 23,575 19,709 18,978

Per Share Information:
Net income (loss) – diluted $ (2.25) $      (2.97) $       0.75 $ (2.46) $  2.21 

Shareholders’ investment (book value) 13.44 15.81 18.79 11.97 14.42 

Price range:

High 23.00 30.00 51.25 35.44 38.38 

Low 13.44 9.38 11.88 13.81 12.75 

Close 17.80 23.56 27.88 17.94 33.25 

At Year End:
Cash, cash equivalents and securities available for sale $244,767 $240,269 $238,222 $ 70,863 $118,551 

Working capital 247,074 270,609 309,447 101,114 173,156 

Total debt and capital leases 206,900 233,872 219,733 222,860 78,194 

Shareholders’ investment 338,266 392,489 464,959 236,830 282,958 

Total assets 594,940 683,933 751,849 549,478 429,839 

Return on shareholders’ investment (15%) (17%) 5% (19%) 20%



BioMeasurement Division

Developing innovative technology to shed light 

on the oxygenation of local tissue.

The mission of Hutchinson Technology’s 

BioMeasurement Division is to provide health 

professionals with simple, accurate methods 

to measure the oxygen in tissue (Sto
2
). 

Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) uses specific, 

calibrated wavelengths of near infrared light to 

non-invasively illuminate the tissue below the skin. 

These wavelengths of light scatter in the tissue 

and are absorbed differently dependent on the 

amount of oxygen in the tissue.

Suspension manufacturing   >
requires tight tolerance and 
specialty tooling.

Potential Applications

• orthopedics

• vascular

• trauma

• performance training

The InSpectra™ Tissue Spectrometer
measures tissue oxygenation in
local tissue beds, such as skeletal
muscle.

<

Our on-site Development Center enables us to focus resources 
on suspension prototype development. Prototype delivery to 
customers is typically within five weeks of a design lock.

Suspension manufacturing units in development are continuously 
monitored for quality, yield and attainment to plan. Development units
pass certain performance goals prior to transferring to one of our high-
volume focus factories.

<

<
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